
De’VIA 29 Days Challenge 
BELL motif, RESISTANCE 
Meaning: Bells represent sound and the testing of 
hearing ability. Bells can be used to distract Hearing 
people and get their attention. It also can represents 
AGBell. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Day 5: Bell #DeVIA29challenge 
Title: "Enough is Enough!" 
By: Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Size: 9x12 
Medium: watercolor pencils, black copic marker,and some photoshop ( to 
add texts) 
Description: The senseless bells kept ringing for a long time..These 
children have been forced to do the bells for some decades, and the 
question is were children happy? What was the point in having the bells 
continue on and on even though it held NO meaning at all to the deaf 
people. Sure enough, these children wanted to break down this continuous 
bell from their bad experiences which tell you the story. AG Bell gotta stop. 
Just Enough is ENOUGH. NO MORE! 



 
Day 5 challenge: Bell motif 
Title: "Deafening Ears" 
Drawn by Bonita Adair  
Drawing paper and quick sketch  
Pencil  
Image description: AGB into straitjacket, Deaf shall continually ring the 
bells to your ears and become deafening.  



 
"Call De'VIA DEP'T !" (2016) 
Arnaud Balard 
www.facebook.com/Surdism 
# DeVIA29Challenge. Day 5 Bell 
 
Pix taken in the University of Gallaudet !! .... Authentic! 
But I changed the text! 
There should be panels next to the bells! To make an artistic joke in the 
university campus. That way, we will be firefighters to silence the bells! 



 
Jeffrey Beatty  
Day 5  
BELL motif, resistance 
Title: Stopped 20th Century Voice-Only Bell System  
We are now using our own Deaf's 21st Century Video Calling. Watch out 
20th Century Telecom's greedy hands on data gouging, throttle and 
disparity. ~ Same Ole AGBell! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Kat Brockway  
DAY 4: Bell, resistance 
"Deaf Cows" 
ipad art studio art.  
Deaf people are treated like cows with bells and feel like the majority group 
rewards the oral person better. Similar to cows are controlled by farmers. 
 
 
 
 



 
Day 5 Bell Motif 
Eugenics Purgatory 
Prismacolor pencil and ink, David Call 2016 
When AG Bell learned that Mother of all Deaf Souls succeed in nurturing a 
vibrant new signing community in Martha’s Vineyard and it spilled over into 
the America mainland, AG Bell became infuriated and started planning to 
eradicate the signing community in America. AG Bell went to his homeland 
in eugenics purgatory and forced all audist victims work in full labor speed 
to produce bells, the seed of eugenics ideaology to be implanted in 
America. With bell factory running at full speed day and night, a horrible 
grotesquely mutilated ship, Eugenics Purgatory, just arrived to pick up the 
seeds of eugenics. Eugenics plague doctor commanded all slaves to drag 
bells out of factory to deliver them to the ship. The slaves carried the bells 
to the top of AG Bell’s head with plague doctor’s hat and feed the bells into 
the mind of AG Bell. Then he departed for America. America is where 
Mother of all Deaf Souls and her beloved flying dinghy, Destiny, will take a 
stand against AG Bell and his Eugenics Purgatory ship. This is the 
beginning of the battle between oralism and manualism. 



 
Title: "Stop Ringing!" 
By: Amy Cohen Efron 
Size: 20" x 28" 
Materials: Decolor Paint Markers, Red Tempera paint, Digital prints, 
Painter's Silver Markers, and metal pieces, wood, and rope. 
They kept ringing. Ringing and ringing. This annoying sound attracts so 
much attention. It has been like this for over 200 years, and their ringing 
never stops. Who is hurting the most? 



 
Aurelio Cruz   
Day 5 of #DeVIA29Challenge 
Title: No need Bell 
Motif: Bell, Resistance 
Size: 9 x 12 
Doodle Sketch 
Materials: 
Willow Charcoal 
Sax White Newsprint Newspaper 
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